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Southern Report
At our last meeting as a result of a suggestion from the NW Branch it was decided to explore
their suggestion in relation to alternative insurance arrangements other than SSAA Insurance. A
large number of our members are not interested in hunting or shooting and the general view is
that the SSAA organization is not showing much interest in firearms collecting or the place
collectors have in preserving our heritage. The SSAA magazine infrequently looks at the
history of firearms and when it does is only cursorily. We are at present exploring other
options.
Some items displayed at the meeting included a collection of hand made cannons, a Naval
Dirk, an 1840 .75” Victoria Carbine, a shortened Pattern 1853 Musket (used by Sappers and
Miners, Artillery and Sea Service Colonial Forces), a Francotte take down rifle in .22RF Extra
Long, a Chelsea Pensioners uniform, a Parachute Regiment Bandsman’s Mess Dress, and a
Model 1893 Mauser. Thanks to all members who brought something along.
Images from last meeting.
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Model Artillery from John W collection

Midshipman’s dirk
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1840 Victoria Carbine and detail of Lock plate
Over the past two days we held our 33rd Arms Fair at the Glenorchy Show Grounds. It was well
attended and there were number of exhibitions from our members and those of HAMST to
interest the public after visiting the dealer’s tables. There are some images below and more on
the website shortly.

North Western Report
Hello again from the best part of Tassie, the North West. We have had a great start to the year,
with continual good numbers at all of our meetings. Last year we decided to change our
meetings to every month, which was strongly supported by members and this change has
proven to be a success. This year we did something different and went to a local firearms
business where we had a presentation by two members on the basic process of reloading,
which was very interesting and a success with a BBQ and some light refreshments.
Again we have had many very interesting items brought in for show and tell, where some
items people have never seen or heard of before. This seems to be the most interesting part of
the nights and hopefully we can dig into those hidden boxes stashed away from sight for all
those years and bring something interesting along to a meeting. Remember, its does not have
to be military orientated, just something old and unique to be of interest.
Last month several people attended the Smithton Rifle Range to see some of us sight in their
deer hunting rifles for the up coming season. Also on show was some old and interesting
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firearms that where fired. The end of the day finished in a shoot off with small calibre firearms
with success. The day was well attended and hopefully in the near future another activity will
be organised and attended by some of us. I encourage people to attend as it is the opportunity
to see some of these firearms used and its is also a social activity for us.
So to finish, it would be good see this year the possibility of our club to grow with inclusion of
members that are not SSAA members, as there are people out there that want to be part of our
club, but will never ever become a financial member of the SSAA due to reasons. Finally from
me, I would like to thank everybody for their support within the NW and hopefully this will
continue throughout the year.
Cheers Steve W.

Militaria Column
Trench Candle - Steve W
Here is what we think is a variant of a WW1 Trench Candle, nationality unknown. There are
no manufacturing or military markings on the holder. As with most of these items they were
personally purchased by the soldiers prior to going overseas.
It is constructed of a tin that has been zinc plated with two separate compartments, accessed by
individual lids. There is a small brass loop at the top for affixing to a nail or peg within the
trench. On one side there is a match striker soldered to the main body.
The top compartment holds the waxed matches and the lower compartment contains the
candle. The candle (if a lot shorter) could be lit and used whilst it is in the upright position, still
inside the compartment. There are burn marks from the candle on the bottom of the wall that
separates the two compartments, indicating its use this way. The second option is that the
candle can be swung out, and the lid closed, so either it could be carried or placed on a table
and used this way.
The item as just recently found in an antique centre in Hobart.
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1855 Percussion Cap Flask
Seen at the Arms Fair the below unopened glazed pottery Board of Ordnance percussion cap
storage flask. A Broad arrow impressed into the opposite side of the flask.
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Heraldry Column
Australia’s Most Significant Medal Group?

On the 19 June 2014 former Warrant Office Keith Payne donated his medals to the Australian War
Memorial. He was awarded the Victoria Cross during his service in Viet Nam as a member of the
Australian Army Training Team Viet Nam.
Keith had previous service in Korea as a member of the 1st Battalion Royal Australian Regiment and in
Malaya.
Whilst commanding the 212th Company of the 1st Mobile Strike Force Battalion the unit was attacked by
a numerically stronger North Vietnamese Army force on the 24 May 1969. His indigenous unit
extracted with heavy casualties during which time Payne fought a rear guard defence. In the course of
this fire fight he was wounded in several places by shrapnel from an RPG and a mortar.
Unable to complete the extraction he rallied his force and established a defensive perimeter by nightfall.
During the night he returned to the contact point 800 meters away and searched for those of his men cut
of and wounded. He succeeded in recovering 40 men and guided back to his harbour before leading all
back to the Battalion Headquarters where they arrived at 3am.
In addition to the award of the VC the United States awarded him the Distinguished Service Cross and
the Government of the Republic of South Viet Nam the Cross of Gallantry with Bronze Star.
Later in a private capacity he served the Sultan of Oman in that country’s Dhofar conflict 1975/76.
The above assemblage and photograph courtesy Foxhole Medals.

Webbing Column
Holsters in Australian Service 1880 – 2015 – Part 3 - John L
Pattern 1919 Officers
Holster Pistol with Pouch Ammunition 1st Issue
During the Great War the Mills Equipment Company manufactured a set of equipments for officers that
was sold commercially. This was later introduced into service as L o C 23254 Web Equipment, Naval,
Pattern 1919 - New Patterns. dated 2nd October 1919. It was made to accommodate the Webley Mark
VI Revolver.
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The holster differed from the earlier in that the sewn end of the barrel protrusion was replaced by a
wooden plug secured to the web tube by brass pins. The ammunition pocket was sewn to the holster as
before. The below example was located in Tasmania.

Marked
M.E.Co. 1926
(Mills Equipment Company)
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Pattern 1919 Officers
Holster Pistol
A number of 1919 Pattern holsters have been noted with their Ammunition Pocket removed. This
particular example has no indication that an ammunition pocket was ever attached to it. It also is marked
which too is unusual as it appears the joint Ammunition Pocket and Holster were marked on the inside
of the Ammunition Pocket only.

Marked
M.E.Co 1924

Case Pistol WE Pattern 1937 (Canadian)
Pouch Ammunition Pistol WE Pattern 1937 (Canadian)
As mentioned in a previous article on Pattern 37 Webbing the Australian Military Forces on the 11 May
1941 contracted the Canadian Company Zephr, Loom and Textiles to supply a variety of components of
Pattern 37 Webbing Equipment. The holster below was at a cost of C$1.23 and the Ammunition Pocket
C$0.22 per item with initial demands of 10,000 of each.
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Holster has stencilled Canadian Acceptance Markings
Case Pistol Web Equipment Pattern 1937
This holster was a rework of an earlier holster for the Pattern 1908 Equipment. The Pouch Ammunition
was identical to that shown in the above image. It remained in service in Australia until the late 1960’s.

Marked
MW & S Ltd 1941 ↑
(Martin Wright &Son, Quorn Mills, Loughborough, Leicestershire)
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Brigadier Pearson with US General Creighton Abrahams
15 Jan 69
Note P37 Holster
Note : Pattern 37 Holsters and Ammunition Pockets may be found in a blue/grey finish which indicates
RAAF issues or in a white or black applied finish. The white versions authorised in 1963 Dress
Regulations for ceremonial and general duty for Provosts (or Naval use). The black versions authorised
for ceremonial occasions for all except Provosts and Scottish units

Case Pistol Web RAC(Modified)
22 inch LoD B3113
32 inch in 1939
The Holster was introduced into British service in 1936 with L o C A9730 as a new addition to Pattern
1908 WE. With the introduction of the Pattern 1937 Equipment the following year a small change was
made to the British Holster. It was issued with two lengths of leg strap. The holster had a tube to hold
the cleaning rod on the front.
Australia as part of the 1941 order with Z. L. & T. initially purchased 2600 sets for NSW and Victoria
Ordnance Depots comprising for both depots,
Holsters
Straps Leg 32 inch
Straps Leg 28 inch

1300 C$ 1.37
260 C$0.223
1040 C$0.821
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With the later expansion of the armoured units in Australia other purchases would have been made.

Marked Z.L. &T. Co. with Canadian Acceptance markings
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AWM Image 097333
RAPOPO AIRSTRIP, NEW BRITAIN. 1945-09-28. AUSTRALIAN ARMOURED OFFICERS AND
JAPANESE OFFICERS CONFER ON DETAILS OF THE CHANGE OVER AT THE AIRSTRIP AS
AUSTRALIAN TANK CREWS OF 2/4 ARMOURED REGIMENT AWAIT THE TAKE OVER OF
TANKS SURRENDERED BY THE JAPANESE. A TOTAL OF OVER 40 JAPANESE MEDIUM
AND LIGHT TANKS
Note the Trooper on the far left is wearing a Pouch Ammunition Pistol WE Pattern 1937 (Canadian)

Case Pistol Web RAC Mk II
In British service there had been earlier holsters for Royal Armoured Corps Troops but I have not
observed any evidence they were issued in Australia although they have turned up here in Australia.

Marked
MEC. 1954 ↑
CNAA 0661 B
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Arms Column
Parker-Hale SMLE to Bren Gun Conversion Kit for Training - Steve W
This kit was produced by Parker-Hale in UK and has was just recently acquired and seems to
be a new old stock kit, showing no wear or usage on any of the fixture screw threads or the
screw head and no paint missing from the base of the bi-pod feet. There seems to be little
information listed on the web.
There seems to be no information that indicates that these kits were provided to defence as a
issued item but may have been provided to military units that would direct purchase from
Parker-Hale. Also the kit does not seem to appear in any of the Parker-Hale literature or
catalogues of the war period.
The kit was used to convert a standard No1 Mk3 SMLE to simulate a Bren gun for use within
a section during training, allowing a soldier to carry it like a Bren and be part of the machine
gun group during training activities. From the net, it is stated that there was a shortage of Bren
guns prior to or during the war, so these conversions where used to fill the gap for training.
I would say that there would not be too many of these conversion kits around now days and if
anybody else has any information on these kits please contact me via the Editor.
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BSA Model 12/15 Target Rifle – Steve W
This is a purpose built Martini action target rifle produced by BSA for the UK post
war rifle club shooting competitions.
The action as stated is clean and crisp, has an extended cocking lever and is also fitted
with an adjustable trigger. The heavy barrel is semi-fully floating and chambered for
.22 LR. The rear sight is a PH7A with 1/4 adjustments for both windage and elevation
and the front sight is a PH2 Tunnel with interchangeable elements. The stock has a
integral check piece and the fore end is thick and long to suit all reaches.
The overall length is 44 3/4 inches and weight is approximately 9 Lbs.
The rifle is still in its original box showing some signs of wear and tear from years of
storage. The box still contains its original PH cleaning rod and the cardboard box that
contains the rear sight and the original instructions for the sights.
The serial number indicates that the rifle was built prior to November 1951.
Its overall condition is nearly mint, with minor storage marks on the wood and the
barrel. It cannot be determined if the rifle is un-used, however, if used it was not used
much and has been cared.
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Bit of Tasmanian history/trivia – John B
Just a quick note on the not-so-well-known that were made at the AAA farm “The Grange”.
Even back in the late 80’s moves were afoot to ban semiauto military style rifles. This came to
National prominence with the then Governor General Bill Hayden and self-proclaimed pacifist
Senator Michael Tate who went on in later life to spend diplomatic time in Holland and then to
become a Religious minister. These, with their PGS Positive Generic Statement was the first
real blow to banning AR type imports like the Colt Delta H-Bar for IPSC practical rifle as one
example.
These photos show a gem of a unit. The timber “sporting versions” I think looked cool and
were pre-serial ## by their model type. Both the wood versions were made and
sanitized/marketed as “Sporting rifles” and prefixed as “SP”, not SAR, SAC or SAP. and were
made in both 5.56 and 9mm. They had a flash hider and bayonet mount also. Both had 16.25”
barrels classifying them as “rifles” so no pistol permit would be required hence open market
sale as a long-arm.

Also, having a conventional pistol grip eluded the cosmetic military pistol grip ‘issue’ as was
in NSW at the time. They used a cut-down to 10 round UZI magazine. Any firearm in
Tasmania then with a barrel length of over 16” was a long arm. Nothing to do with overall
length.
I don’t know how many 9mm’s were made and this one S/N as SP 001144 appears that all
9mm’s regardless of type just may have had running serial numbers. This is unconfirmed and
may be totally incorrect. It is really not at all realistic that 1144 timber versions were made.
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The production of 9mm’s was short and also was available in a SAP “pistol version” selling
for around $750.00 at the time.
Where this one is today? Hopefully still alive? Remember, There were no long arm
registrations in Tasmania whatsoever when this photo was taken so just maybe its
survived……….somewhere. These 2 photos were taken at the TRA Pontville rifle range C
1990.
Certainly a unique piece of Tasmanian firearm manufacturing history worth revisiting.

Edged Weapons Column
Artillery Column
Fort Queenscliff Museum – John B
I recently visited the Queenscliff Fort and thought I would share the site with Members. The fort is
located on the western side of the entrance to Port Phillip Bay and covers the main navigation channel
onto the Bay and Melbourne.
The earlier forts defending Melbourne were located at Port Melbourne and Williamstown. Sir William
Jervois designed two forts for the entrance to Port Phillip Bay – Fort Nepean and Fort Queenscliff on the
opposite side of the entrance and a South Channel Fort in the bay. Queenscliff was built in stages from
1862 – 1886.
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Aerial image of Fort Queenscliff (Google Earth)
Like all the forts at Australia’s defended ports it was mothballed following World War II and like a
number of them used for other Defence purposes. Fort Nepean became the Officer Cadet School and
Fort Queenscliff the Command and Staff College for senior officers. The guns from the South Channel
Fort were removed to Fort Queenscliff. After the three staff colleges were combined in Canberra, it
became a base for the Army’s Soldier Career Management Agency in 2001. Today, Fort Queenscliff
remains an active defence base with a Army History Unit Museum on the site.
Its garrison included volunteer artillery, engineers, infantry and naval militia and was manned
as a costal defence installation continuously from 1883 to 1946. Other fortifications and
armaments around the heads were completed by 1891.This made Port Phillip one of the most
defended harbors in the then British Empire. There was also another smaller battery west at
Port Fairy which is still visible today.
It is claimed, that the first British Empire Artillery shots of WW 1 were fired when a gun at
Fort Nepean on the eastern side peninsula fired across the bow of a German freighter Pfalz, as
she was attempting to escape to sea.. The captain was arrested as a prisoner of war and after
the war; the freighter was used by the Australian Navy. The Germans did not “get it back”.

In total there are 16 pieces of Artillery located at the fort including the below 8 Inch BL Armstrong on a
hydro-pneumatic mounting.
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The 8 inch tube in the over the parapet position
Note the steel overhead protection for the Gunners

Image shows the HP Mount
It’s known as the “disappearing gun”. This is because of its’ unique ability to be breech loaded
in the “lowered Position” and raised by water hydraulics to fire on a hydro-pneumatic carriage.
It was removed at an unknown time (to me) but recovered from the South Channel Fort to its
original operational position in 1981-82. The story goes that after it’s reinstatement the novel
idea was to actually fire it as part of the 1988 Bicentennial celebrations. Understandably, no
ammunition/shell was available so they made a sabot-type projectile for the exercise which
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would land in the rip, the entry to Port Phillip Bay. Basically the projectile was an inert
shell/projectile.
The gun was set up and yes, it was fired.
The downside of the exercise was that when the gun was originally used there was absolutely
nobody or properties of any type located in the immediate area of the gun site. The rude result
was that the shockwave was so intense, glass windows for dozens of Army operations which
still use the Fort today, and private residences for 100’s of metres around were totally blown
out!!
So, I can safely assume that they only fired it once!

A 64 Pounder Armstrong Palliser gun
As part of the recommendations made by Jervois the Victorian subsequently obtained HMS
Nelson and the cruiser Cerebus both of which became Her Majesty’s Victorian Ships (HMVS).
The Nelson had been laid down in 1805 and completed in 1814. Later converted to steam it
was obviously obsolete by the time is was sent to Victoria
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HMVS Nelson with the Torpedo Boat HMVS Childers in the foreground
The HMVS Nelson had two types of mounts for the Low Moor cast 64 Pounders. A ‘tween
deck mount and a bow chaser mount. The above image indicates a reconstructed deck mount.
The tubes were converted in 1867 in Sir William Armstrong’s factory using Palliser’s system.
Only the bow chaser tubes and two “tween deck tubes were obtained for the Nelson.
A rifled steel tube was inserted into the cast iron gun to provide greater strength and accuracy
than a smooth bore tube. It was the advent of the RMLs and the introduction of steel covered
hulls that rendered much of the British fleet obsolete.

HMVS Nelson Bow Chaser 64 Pdr Armstrong Palliser’s
Note the Palliser tube protrudes from the muzzle
Eagle Hawk, Victoria
Image H90.100/1934 State Library of Victoria
Guided tours:
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The tour takes about 1 ½ hours to complete. It includes the magazines which are buried under
Shorthand’s Bluff. It’s relatively easy for most but remember there are some steps involved for
the not-so agile. I think it’s about $12.00 general entry and $9.00 for concession. The visit to
the Museum is worth every cent of it.
There are no toilets on the tour but are available in the car park before and after the tour. It’s in
King St, Queenscliff 3225.
See: www.fortqueenscliff.com.au
or phone 03 5258 1488 for tour details.
Finally, photographic ID is required for entry. A drivers License is fine.
Further Reading:
Victoria’s Guns a Field Guide – MAJ Bill Billett
Ramparts of the Empire, The Fortifications of Sir William Jervois RE 1821 – 1897 – Timothy
Crick

Tasmanian War Memorials and Honour Boards
George Town Memorial
George Town has a rather unusual War Memorial insofar as it more contemporary in its design and the
manner in which the men and women from that locality are recorded.
The white marble plinth has a central black cylindrical column on which sits a hexagonal glass tube
containing a SMLE rifle up right with muzzle down. Surmounted on the stock is a WW2 Helmet.
The whole is surrounded by brick paving the edge bricks of which have the names on every person who
has from this small community served in our Armed Forces.
The names of the deceased are shown on several bronze plaques which are affixed to the marble base.
The immediate grassed surrounds have two towed 40mm Bofors Anti Aircraft guns, one a mobile L/60
manually operated and the other an electrically operated version.
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Book Reviews and Useful websites
Interested in good reproduction swords?
www.militaryheritage.com/swords2
0r collectibles
http://www.denner.ca/weapons/BritishCdnWWI/index.html

Club Notes
33rd Hobart Arms and Militaria Fair
Our annual Fair was relocated to an alternate venue in the Royal Hobart Showgrounds this year with the
view to reduce expenditure. Whilst Saturday was very busy with attendees from various parts of the
State Sunday was as usual a little less hectic.
There was much discussion among our fraternity in relation to the recent developments in Governments
approach to Firearms Legislation and the resultant actions by Tasmania Police. The event was a
financial success due in part to the support of the many dealers and those of our members who
contributed to the preparation, setting up and displaying their collections of heritage items that they are
preserving for future generations.
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Part of a Display by Nevill T of Light horse Equipments
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Hammerless locks 1863 - 1890
A small selection of the numerous English Shotgun lock plates in the Stuart W collection

A small selection of Hugh’s outstanding collection of Mausers
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A rare Mauser Factory WW2 Fireman’s Helmet

Meetings
At our next Meeting at Glenorchy a 7pm start as we will be showing the Tasmanian film “Death or
Liberty” which some of our members were involved with. The film is about the English political
prisoners sent to Tasmania as convicts.
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